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Since its establishment in 1919, Bauhaus has been the most 

influential temple in the field of design and a symbol of 

avant-garde art. No matter it is modern minimalist aesthetics or 

core idea of the unification of art and technology, countless 

designers of later generations, have interpreted extraordinary 

vitality for modern life, under the influence of the design concept 

established by Bauhaus.

Following the classic aesthetics of Bauhaus, KÄSCH combines 

exquisite craftsmanship with minimalist aesthetics, endows the 

products with the perfect luxury quality of vision, touch and sense, 

and brings the ultimate enjoyment of bathroom experience to 

users all over the world.



KASCH
Red dot represents the best in design and business.Red dot is an internationally recog-

nized quality label, excellent design,aimed at meeting the requirements of all corporate 

activities.

The iF Design award, founded in 1953, is held annually by iF Industries Forum Design,the 

oldest industrial Design organization in Germany. Germany IF international design BBS 

awards IF design every year, it is known for its "Independent, Rigorous and Reliable" award 

concept, aimed at promoting the public awareness of design.

The design award of the federal republic of Germany is the country's highest honor in the 

field of design. It is called "reward of rewards". Reasons: no other design award has such 

strict approval criteria. Another prerequisite for entry is that companies must be nominated 

by federal government departments and senators, or by the department of economic and 

technological affairs.

KÄSCH OVERFLOW tank series, hidden OVERFLOW, restores natural environment senses, 

was awarded the red dot award, IF design award, and the highest German design award 

DESIGNPREIS.

HEINRICH-SCHUETZ-RESIDENZ DRESDEN / GERMANY

HOTEL RIVOLI RAMBLA / SPAIN

PRIVATE VILLA / AUSTRIA

YAPLUKA YACHTS

Reddot    iF    Designpreis
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KÄSCH GmbH is located in the capital of Bavaria, which is also the largest city in southern Germany - Munich, 

where a lot of world-renowned brands are gathered.      

      

As an internationally renowned manufacturer of professional bathtubs and bathroom accessories, KÄSCH only 

uses precious high-quality materials, integrates functions and latest technology to ensure the products to meet 

the high standard.

KÄSCH’s business in more than 40 countries around the world, provides customized services for star hotels and 

high-end customers in worldwide. 

The philosophy of KÄSCH is to create bathtubs and whirlpools for a maximum of relaxation and wellbeing. All our 

bathtubs are produced under anatomic and ergonomic scrutiny. Internationally recognized design awards 

support this philosophy, including RED ROT，IF， GERMAN DESIGNPREIS AWARD.

BRAND STORY



0403

KÄSCH In China，KÄSCH products consistently comply with German quality standards，The raw materials and 

parts are mainly made in Germany，Stringent quality requirements are KÄSCH’s most basic adherence.



INTUITION IS IRREPLACEABLE.
PAUL KLEE

0605

GERMANY ORIGINAL
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GERMANY ORIGINAL

O V E R F L O W

OVERFLOW series takes the clear water as the inspiration source, deduces the eternal clever natural beauty.

The combination of selection materials, cutting-edge technology and minimalist aesthetic concept will 

ultimately bring people the ultimate experience of physical and mental pleasure.



GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

1009

POND



GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19800210.01-B 

Bathtub MM: 2100*1300*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Simple and smooth lines, quality of life; IF, reddot, designpreis  award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories: Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：410L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

1211

POND

Simple and smooth, pure and clever, overflow hydrotherapy 

massage function, bursts into a pool of joy.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19800210.01-P

Bathtub MM: 2100*1300*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Simple and smooth lines, quality of life; IF, reddot, designpreis  award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories: Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：410L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

POND

Simple and smooth, pure and clever, overflow hydrotherapy 

massage function, bursts into a pool of joy.
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LAKE

GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW



GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19810220.01-B 

Bathtub MM: 2200*1300*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Capsule design, like a lake, natural quiet; IF, reddot, designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：370L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

1817

LAKE

 A fountain of silence, a treasure-house of shadows. In the design, the light theory of Louis 

Kahn (the master of architectural light and shadow) and the capsule design are applied, 

like a lake, encountering nature at the junction of tranquility and light.



LAKE

 A fountain of silence, a treasure-house of shadows. In the design, the light theory of Louis 

Kahn (the master of architectural light and shadow) and the capsule design are applied, 

like a lake, encountering nature at the junction of tranquility and light.

IA19810220.01-P 

Bathtub MM: 2200*1300*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Capsule design, like a lake, natural quiet; IF, reddot, designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：370L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Remote control

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

2019
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CHI

GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW



GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

2423

IA19820200.01-B 

Bathtub MM: 2000*2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Arc square design, beautiful line, meet double bath; IF, reddot, Designpreis  award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe、adjustable support

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：860L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

Beautiful lines, texture feels of imported precious acrylic materials, 

experiencescrossing the real boundary between illusion and comfort.

CHI
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19820200.01-P

Bathtub MM: 2000*2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Arc square design, beautiful line, meet double bath; IF, reddot, Designpreis  award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe、adjustable support

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：860L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (14 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

Beautiful lines, texture feels of imported precious acrylic materials, 

experiencescrossing the real boundary between illusion and comfort.

CHI
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FLOAT

GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19830200.01-B

Bathtub MM: 2000*2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Irregular arc square design, give up heavy and complicated, clever and elegant, meet double bath;

IF, reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：780L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

FLOAT

Irregular arc square design, floating touch, like a dream like illusion.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19830200.01-P

Bathtub MM: 2000*2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Irregular arc square design, give up heavy and complicated, clever and elegant, meet double bath;

IF, reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：780L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (11 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

FLOAT

Irregular arc square design, floating touch, like a dream like illusion.
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ORIENTAL

GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19840200.01-B

Bathtub MM: φ2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Double round hole design inspiration, round and generous, meet double bath;

IF，reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：170Kg

Volume of full water：630L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

ORIENTAL

Double round hole design, tastes the soft ripples in the light, makes people linger.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19840200.01-P

Bathtub MM: φ2000*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Double round hole design inspiration, round and generous, meet double bath;

IF，reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：170Kg

Volume of full water：630L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (13 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Remote control

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

ORIENTAL

Double round hole design, tastes the soft ripples in the light, makes people linger.



GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

4039

WISH
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19850220.01-B

Bathtub MM: 2200**1700*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：elegant oval design, elegant life, meet double bath;

 IF，reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：160Kg

Volume of full water：610L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Spa massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

WISH

 LED light releases simple and pure charming atmosphere, physiotherapy massage 

function, tastes exquisite and comfortable sensual pleasure.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / OVERFLOW

IA19850220.01-P

Bathtub MM: 2200**1700*650(500)

Main material：Acrylic

Pop-up cover material ：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：elegant oval design, elegant life, meet double bath;

 IF，reddot, Designpreis award-winning product

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：160Kg

Volume of full water：610L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Spa massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (12 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Overflow system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

WISH

 LED light releases simple and pure charming atmosphere, physiotherapy massage 

function, tastes exquisite and comfortable sensual pleasure.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL

W AT E R F A L L

Waterfall series is inspired by waterfalls.Originality process ,unique style reproduces the waterfall of the surging 

meaningful beauty, blooms extraordinary elegance and luxury.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

RT190
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19900190.01-B 

Bathtub MM: 1900*1000*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, single bathtub, plantar waterfall design

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：115Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RT190

A single bathtub with flowing water lines, Germanoriginal circulating water , 

plantar waterfall design, is like beinga flowing natural waterfall.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

RT190

A single bathtub with flowing water lines, Germanoriginal circulating water , 

plantar waterfall design, is like beinga flowing natural waterfall.

IA19900190.01-P 

Bathtub MM: 1900*1000*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, single bathtub, plantar waterfall design

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：115Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19910190.01-B 

Bathtub MM: 1900*1200*700(550)

Main material：AcrylicGranite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, single bathtub, waterfall design on side, natural and comfortable

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：130Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Bubble function (12 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RT912

Embedded overflow waterfall tank, Germanoriginal circulating water, recreates the 

natural waterfall experience. Simple and beautiful appearance, contains the 

quality of excellence, is a permanent classic.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19910190.01-P 

Bathtub MM: 1900*1200*700(550)

Main material：AcrylicGranite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, single bathtub, waterfall design on side, natural and comfortable

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：130Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (12 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RT912

Embedded overflow waterfall tank, Germanoriginal circulating water, recreates the 

natural waterfall experience. Simple and beautiful appearance, contains the 

quality of excellence, is a permanent classic.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19911190.01-B  

Bathtub MM: 1900*1500*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, double bathtub, waterfall design on side, natural and comfortable

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：130Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RT915

A single bathtub, waterfall system, complete unity of function to design, 

exquisite touch, exudes pure natural reiki.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19911190.01-P  

Bathtub MM: 1900*1500*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Minimalist lines, double bathtub, waterfall design on side, natural and comfortable

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：130Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RT915

A single bathtub, waterfall system, complete unity of function to design, 

exquisite touch, exudes pure natural reiki.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

SQ180
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19920180.01-B 

Bathtub mm: 1800*1800*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Square design, double bathtub, waterfall design on both sides

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：660L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Ubble function (20 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

SQ180

Waterfall design on both sides, carries native circulation water from Germany, 

natural hot spring experience, wonderful experience diffuses into body and mind, 

and reinterprets life philosophy.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19920180.01-P 

Bathtub mm: 1800*1800*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Square design, double bathtub, waterfall design on both sides

Style：Embedded waterfall tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：190Kg

Volume of full water：660L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (8 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (20 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

SQ180

Waterfall design on both sides, carries native circulation water from Germany, 

natural hot spring experience, wonderful experience diffuses into body and mind, 

and reinterprets life philosophy.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19930200.01-B 

Bathtub mm: 2000*1200*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Capsule design, eye-catching and elegant

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：135Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

CS200

Absorbs thought essence of Art Nouveau theory, innovative application of materials and 

process production, waterfall system and capsule design,extremely simple appearance 

and magnificent style,is the unique interpretation of natural life.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19930200.01-P 

Bathtub mm: 2000*1200*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Capsule design, eye-catching and elegant

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：135Kg

Volume of full water：380L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (10 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

Absorbs thought essence of Art Nouveau theory, innovative application of materials and 

process production, waterfall system and capsule design,extremely simple appearance 

and magnificent style,is the unique interpretation of natural life.

CS200
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19950170.01-B 

Bathtub mm: φ1700*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Round design, pure and natural

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：490L

Place of origin：Germany

Pure enjoyment

Bubble function (14 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RO170

 Modeling comes from the simplification of architectural artistCarlo Scarpadouble round 

hole design, circular contour 1/3 aesthetic proportion, with marble material, carries 

waterfall system, fully releases the charm from the inside to the outside.
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GERMANY ORIGINAL / WATERFALL

IA19950170.01-P 

Bathtub mm: φ1700*700(550)

Main material：Acrylic、Granite stone

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Round design, pure and natural

Style：Embedded overflow tank

Accessories：Drainage accessories, overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM：150

Net weight：150Kg

Volume of full water：490L

Place of origin：Germany

Exclusive enjoyment

Massage function (6 Whirl-Jet)

Massage pump heating function

Bubble function (14 Air-jet)

Underwater lighting with LED color light changer for light therapy

Waterfall system

Touch panel

Pump dry-running protection and water level control system

Pop-up drain and overflow with whirlpool suction and self draining system (no wastewater)

RO170

 Modeling comes from the simplification of architectural artistCarlo Scarpadouble round 

hole design, circular contour 1/3 aesthetic proportion, with marble material, carries 

waterfall system, fully releases the charm from the inside to the outside.



CITY CLASSIC

7675

PRODUCT INFUSES SOUL.
GROPIUS
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C I T Y  C L A S S I C

The CITY CLASSIC series takes the urban life aesthetics as inspiration,the simplified design idea and the 

exquisite craft design break the traditional bathtub inherent cognition, it walks between the flourishing 

and natural simplicity, pays tribute to the free and aspiring soul.

CITY CLASSIC
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CITY CLASSIC
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CITY CLASSIC

CROWN

104-42

Bathtub mm: φ1500*540

Style：Freestanding

CROWN

16
5

42
0

104-42

Basin MM： φ420*165

Style：Above counter basin
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FS19200150.01 

Bathtub MM: φ1500*540

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Classic round bathtub design,

meet double bath, quiet natural, craftsmanship

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

CITY CLASSIC

Classic round bathtub design, white artificial stone frosted touch, 

spreads urban charm between elegant and spirituality .

CROWN
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CITY CLASSIC

SOFITEL
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CITY CLASSIC

Irregular oval bionic egg shape is an excellent combination of design and 

technology,smooth line design and diverse colors break the "rules" of life and 

give back the softness that life should have.

SOFITEL

FS19210150.01

Bathtub MM：1500*800*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

1500
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0
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0

750
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0
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FS19210170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*850*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

1700

85
0

42
5

850

55
0

70
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CITY CLASSIC

FS19210150.02

Bathtub MM：1500*800*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：02 top grey

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

1500

80
0

40
0

750

55
0

60

FS19210170.02

Bathtub MM：1700*850*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：02 top grey

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

1700
85

0

42
5

850

55
0

70

Irregular oval bionic egg shape is an excellent combination of design and 

technology,smooth line design and diverse colors break the "rules" of life and 

give back the softness that life should have.

SOFITEL
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CITY CLASSIC

FS19210150.04

Bathtub MM：1500*800*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：04 ice crack

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

1500
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750
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FS19210170.04

Bathtub MM：1700*850*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：04 ice crack

Design：Irregular ellipse, bionic egg-shaped, 

excellent combination of design and technology

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

1700
85

0

42
5

850

55
0

70

Irregular oval bionic egg shape is an excellent combination of design and 

technology,smooth line design and diverse colors break the "rules" of life and 

give back the softness that life should have.

SOFITEL
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CITY CLASSIC

NOVOTEL
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CITY CLASSIC

Harmony and unity of delicate structure and details, exudes a comfortable charm.

NOVOTEL

FS19215165.01

Bathtub MM：1650*750*560

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Independent bathtub, classic versatile style, 

soothing and skin-friendly, delicate experience

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China
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CITY CLASSIC

FS19215165.03

Bathtub MM：1650*750*560

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：03 cold black

Design：Independent bathtub, classic versatile style, 

soothing and skin-friendly, delicate experience

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

Harmony and unity of delicate structure and details, exudes a comfortable charm.

NOVOTEL
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CITY CLASSIC

MEISSEN
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CITY CLASSIC

Turned out design, slender and soft edges, German Masons bone 

China concept, with exquisite carving and ingenuity.

FS19220170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*550

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Turned out design,slender and soft edge, 

German Meissen bone china concept, finely crafted

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

MEISSEN
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CITY CLASSIC

REGIS
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CITY CLASSIC

Clever combination of neat line design and shelving table, gives the 

bottles that nowhere to place a more suitable home.

WS19230150.01

Bathtub MM：1500*800*600

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Neat line design and the clever

combination with the shelf, gentle and soothing, 

concise appearance

Style：Wall type

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

WS19230170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*850*600

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Neat line design and the clever

combination with the shelf, gentle and soothing, 

concise appearance

Style：Wall type

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

REGIS
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CITY CLASSIC

FS19240170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*600

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Modular design, simple and extraordinary

Style：Wall type

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

Split modular, craft, color, all can be customized, dedicates to self-seeking soul.

LOFT



110109

CITY CLASSIC

LOFT L
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CITY CLASSIC

FS19241170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*600

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 matt white

Design：Modular design, black bottom, 

display of individuality

Style：Wall type

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

Split modular, craft, color, all can be customized, dedicates to self-seeking soul.

LOFT L
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CITY CLASSIC

ACCOR
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CITY CLASSIC

Irregular oval appearance form, high-glossy white soft lines, shelving table design, 

creates a rich and diverse indoor atmosphere.

FA19250150.01

Bathtub MM：1500*800*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Soft lines, shelf design, exquisite design, 

unique characteristics

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

FA19250170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*850*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Soft lines, shelf design, exquisite design, 

unique characteristics

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

ACCOR
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CITY CLASSIC

Streamlined form design, ergonomic comfortable backrest and arm placement, 

heals every urban soul.

FA19260180.01

Bathtub MM：1800*900*780/630

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Bionic nest design, comfortable and soft, 

unique and beautiful

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

LEONARDO



CITY CLASSIC

120119

IHG
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CITY CLASSIC

Inspired by the architectural structure, geometric precision cutting, 

craftsmanship condenses in the every inch.

FA19270180.01

Bathtub MM：1800*830*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Cruise design, high glossy white, 

agile line, unique charm

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 100

Place of origin：China

IHG
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CITY CLASSIC

MERCUE
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CITY CLASSIC

Bright and smooth appearance, contracted and fluent thin edge, 

brings comfortable and halcyon fashionable classic.

FA19280

Bathtub MM：1680*750*580

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Simple thin edge, classic fashion, 

comfortable and quiet

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

MERCUE



CITY CLASSIC

128127

PULLMAN



CITY CLASSIC

FA19290150.01

Bathtub MM：1500*800*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Wide edge design,

can be assembled with tub side faucet, 

high glossy white

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

FA19290170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Wide edge design,

can be assembled with tub side faucet, 

high glossy white

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

FA19290180.01

Bathtub MM：1800*800*600

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Wide edge design,

can be assembled with tub side faucet, 

high glossy white

Style：Freestanding

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Place of origin：China

130129

Respectsnatural materials and the light and shadow principles of architecture, 

manifests outstanding stylein quietelegance.

PULLMAN



POPULAR 

132131

P O P U L A R

Inspired by the history of architecture, exams the past and connects the future. Science and 

technology, ingenuity materials, reflects the immortal ardent pursuit of artistic.

LESS IS MORE.
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE
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IA19600170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*480

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：Contracted and versatile, 

can be assembled with tub side faucet, 

high glossy white

Style：Embedded

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 120

Place of origin：China

Golden proportion lines, simple and stylish temperament, is the translation process of the past art.

P118

POPULAR 
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POPULAR 

P118 P118
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Uniquecurved surface design, ergonomic backrest, exquisite workmanship, out from within,from 

gorgeous appearance to unique experience, will form a connection to the thinking of art.

IA19610170.01

Bathtub MM：1700*800*480

Main material：ACRYLIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：01 high glossy white

Design：curved surface design, 

ergonomic backrest, delicate workmanship,

out from within, gorgeous work

Style：Embedded

Accessories：Drainage accessories, 

overflow tank, overflow pipe

Distance between outlet and ground MM: 120

Place of origin：China

P120

POPULAR 



140139

POPULAR 

P120 P120
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B A S I N

Contracted and exquisite basin series, extremely brief color, superb craft, deduces the light luxurious 

glamour of modern bathroom, combines with clever current, brings distinctive vision to enjoy.

BASIN BASIN

BS1910141.01

Basin MM： 420*420*125

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：Matt white

Shape：Minimalist lines

Style：Above counter basin

101-41
420

42
0

12
5
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BASIN BASIN

BS1910354.01

Basin MM： 540*340*120

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：Matt white

Shape：Egg shape

Style：Above counter basin

103-54

BS1910258.01

Basin MM： 580*380*110

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：Matt white

Shape：Arc

Style：Above counter basin

102-58

11
0

580

38
0
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0

540

34
0
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BASIN BASIN

BS1910548.01

Basin MM： 480*380*130

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：Matt white

Shape：Minimalist lines

Style：Above counter basin

105-48

BS1910442.01

Basin MM： φ420*165

Main material：CAST STONE

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：Matt white

Shape：Round

Style：Above counter basin

104-42

16
5

42
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0
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BASIN BASIN

BC1948840.01

Basin MM： 405*405*110

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Shape：Ultra-thin edge

Style：Above counter basin

488-40

BC1930141.01

Basin MM： φ410*125

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Shape：Round

Style：Above counter basin

301-41 410

12
5

40
5

11
0
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BASIN BASIN

BC1948760.01

Basin MM： 600*340*110

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Shape：Ultra-thin edge

Style：Above counter basin

487-60

BC1938250.01

Basin MM： 500*405*120

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Shape：Bowl shape

Style：Above counter basin

382-50

12
0
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0
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500 600
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BASIN BASIN

BC1992460.01

Basin MM： 600*420*200

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Style：under counter basin

924-60

BC1957449.01

Basin MM： 495*375*130

Main material：CERAMIC

Pop-up cover material：Chrome plated brass

Color：High glossy white

Shape：Bowl shape

Style：Above counter basin

574-50

13
0

37
5

495
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KÄSCH global classic engineering case, from the iconic masterpiece to the latest products, 

takes you to enjoy the ultimate bathroom experience charm from KÄSCH interpretation.

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE



HEINRICH-SCHUETZ-RESIDENZ DRESDEN
GERMANY

5 STAR HOTEL 

GERMANY ORIGINAL

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

156155

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

4 STAR HOTEL 

GERMANY ORIGINAL
HOTEL RIVOLI RAMBLA

SPAIN
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GERMANY ORIGINAL

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

PRIVATE VILLA
AUSTRIA GERMANY ORIGINAL

PRIVATE VILLA
GERMANY



4 STAR HOTEL 

GERMANY ORIGINAL
HOTEL LUESNERHOF

ITALY

160159

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

5 STAR HOTEL 

GERMANY ORIGINAL
MANDARIN ORIENTAL DHARA DHEVI CHIANG MAI

THAILAND
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GERMANY ORIGINAL

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

YAPLUKA YACHTSGERMANY ORIGINAL YAPLUKA YACHTS



5 STAR HOTEL 

GERMANY ORIGINAL
KEMPINSKI HOTEL HANGHZOU

CHINA

164163

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

4 STAR HOTEL 

BERGIDY II HOTEL TRATTERHOF
ITALY

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

CITY CLASSIC 



PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

166165

PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

5 STAR HOTEL 

CITY CLASSIC 
VANCE HOTEL TAIZHOU

CHINA

5 STAR HOTEL 

BIO-UND WELLNESSHOTEL STANGLWIRT
AUSTRIAPOPULAR
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TRIBUTE TO BAUHAUS
1919-2019

Bauhaus is the cradle of modern design,the design style which advocates and practices 

versatility, rationalization and minimalism,mainly based on geometric modeling, is 

regarded as the classic style of modernist design and has deeply influenced the process 

of German industrial design, and even the whole world's modern design.

On the occasion of one hundred years, the classics reappear.

KÄSCH carries out Bauhaus aesthetics, tactfullycombines exquisite workmanship with 

elegance and unique, takes the minimalist concept of life to the extreme.



www.kaesch.biz

KÄSCH GmbH

Dorfstraße 2 · 85737 Ismaning bei München Germany

T: 0049-089-92989882 F: 0049-089-9612741

E: info-europe@kaesch.biz

T: 021-52522497

E: info@kaesch.cn

KASCH BATHROOM (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD

Room 205 , Chuang zhan Building , 928 Xikang Road , Jing 'an District , Shanghai


